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Closer to earth, closer to God 
At peace with the sod 

Sleeping on the ground 
With dirt all around 

Huts of mud slung with clay and cow dung 
 

No shoes or sidewalks between them and the land 
Innate vibrations resonate 

Upward, core through crust, to foot, heart and hand 
 

Black, brown, gray and reds 
From Uganda to Kenya 

We carried soil in our treads 
In our eyes we carried it too 

A backdrop for vibrant people contrasting in spectacular hue 
 

Their pigment just a figment 
Of the illumination they shed 

From their well-grounded nature 
We were foot-to-head fed 

 
Astonishment transfixed on their faces 

Gave way to exuberant embraces 
Hand to our shoulders, courage of soldiers 
Maranatha children prayed for our travels 

 
Guards down, totally unraveled 

Not knowing their Lugandan words 
We felt from their touch we could learn so much 

We heard 
To be closer to earth, closer to God 

Where we trod, we must trust 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 

 
Barefoot kids walking mile after mile 

Watch our smile for a while 
As we run through Mityana town 
Our neon Nikes glow in the dawn 
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Splashing in puddles eases their troubles 
Sliding in by our side over rocks, potholes and cow pies 

Their tough toes overtake our stride 
Delighted giggles burst forth with glee, 

“Mzungu, Mzungu, hurry, hurry.” 
 

Dirt isn’t dirty if you love the earth 
On the soles of our shoes 
In the hearth of our souls 

We carry mud home to patch up our holes 
 

Dirt’s in our nostrils and under our skin 
Dust is just dust 

Where we end and begin 
Esoteric concept to take in 

But dirty we are and dirty we stand 
With lessons of people, animals and land 

 
One things for sure, now everyone knows 

There’s God in Uganda 
And between our toes 

Now here’s to you, 
Who stayed home and held ground 

We give a soiled hand 
With love we have found 

 
 
 
 


